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Introduction

Welcome to the 31st edition of
the Deloitte South Island Index.
In this edition we reflect on the
performance of South Island
listed companies during the
most recent quarter to 30
September 2015

On the surface, the results over the past three months
appear to continue with the trend of a tough and
challenging year, with the companies on the Deloitte
South Island Index falling $50.6 million (0.3%) for the
quarter ended 30 September 2015. However, looking
deeper into the results an undercurrent of positive
activity is emerging with the smallest 20 companies on
the Index collectively achieving a gain of $133.4 million
(13.6%) for the quarter.
Movements in September 2015
The month of September resulted in a decrease in
performance, with the Deloitte South Island Index
dipping by 1.0%. Over the same period all the indices
tracked also had minor declines, with the Dow Jones
dropping by 1.5%, the NZX 50 Capital Index decreasing
2.6% and the ASX All Ords incurring the largest
decrease of 3.1%.
Quarterly movements – Q3 2015
The Deloitte South Island Index continued its 2015
struggle to achieve positive results to record a decline of
$50.6 million (0.3%) in market capitalisation for the 30
September 2015 quarter. This result was influenced by
a strong quarter for the Manufacturing & Distribution
sector which increased by $333.5 million and the poor
performance by the Property and Energy & Mining
sectors which dropped $279.3 million and $154.9
million respectively.
Annual movements – Sep 2014 to Sep 2015
The Deloitte South Island Index increased by $1,584.4
million (12.3%) during the twelve months to 30
September 2015. Comparatively, it outperformed the
increase in the NZX 50 Capital Index of 1.2%, and the
decreases in the Dow Jones of 4.4% and the ASX All
Ords of 4.5%.
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Executive Summary

Quarter to 30 September 2015
The third quarter of 2015 saw the Deloitte South Island
Index dip again on its rocky ride through the 2015
calendar year. The key elements to this quarter’s results
lie with poor performances of a couple of the largest
companies dragging down the overall results. This is
hiding the positive flow of the smaller companies which
are creating a flowing undercurrent of positive activity.
Even with the overall dip, the Deloitte South Island Index
remained the best performer against the other indices
that we track.
The number of companies in the Deloitte South
Island Index reduced to 30 in the quarter with mining
company Bathurst Resources delisting from the NZX in
July after a turbulent few years.
Key points for the third quarter of 2015 include:
• The Deloitte South Island Index decreased by $50.6
million (0.3%) during the quarter to 30 September
2015. In comparison, the NZX 50 Capital Index
dropped by 4.1%, the ASX All Ords declined 7.2% and
the Dow Jones which was the worst performer shrunk
7.6%. The top performers in the Deloitte South island
Index for the quarter were EBOS Group (up $333.1
million), Silver Fern Farms (up $110.4 million), Scales
Corporation (up $46.1 million), Arvida Group (up $28.9
million) and Skyline Enterprises (up $27.3 million).
• Only three of the seven industry sectors posted
positive movements in the quarter to 30 September
2015 – being the Manufacturing & Distribution,
Primary and the Other sectors which gained
17.9%, 10.1% and 0.8% in market capitalisation
respectively. The Manufacturing & Distribution
sector’s performance was dominated by the excellent
showing of EBOS Group where the company
announced strong annual financial results during
the quarter. The sector was also boosted by Scott
Technology’s fine quarterly performance.

• The Primary sector had an improved performance
gaining 10.1% during the quarter, after falling short
in the second quarter of the 2015 year. The sector’s
performance was led by Silver Fern Farms as the
company’s Board unanimously recommended to
its shareholders that the company shold enter into
partnership with China’s leading meat processor
Shanghai Maling. Both Scales Corporation and Synlait
Milk provided significant support to the sector’s
positive results as well. However, the Primary sector’s
result was held back with poor results from PGG
Wrightson, SeaDragon and Blue Sky Meats.
• The companies in the Other sector managed to
collectively stay buoyant. The sector was led by
Skyline Enterprises, which continued its remarkable
run of consecutive quarterly growth in market
capitalisation since the beginning of 2012. The
Biotechnology sector was reasonably flat over the
quarter losing 0.3%, as the three companies in the
sector experienced mixed fortunes. BLIS Technologies
was the company keeping the sector afloat, achieving
a solid result gaining 9.5% for the quarter.

The key elements to this
quarter’s results lie with poor
performances of a couple of
the largest companies
dragging down the overall
results. This is hiding the
positive flow of the smaller
companies which are creating
a flowing undercurrent of
positive activity.
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• The Energy & Mining and Property sectors had
quarterly slips as they declined by 2.8% and 6.6%
respectively. The largest decline, in percentage
terms, for the Energy & Mining sector was Windflow
Technology as it dropped by 52.9% in the quarter.
In the Property sector, Ryman Healthcare suffered
the greatest decrease in market capitalisation, losing
$305.0 million in the quarter.
• At first glance it seems the Retail sector is sinking,
dropping by 18.4% over the quarter. However it should
be noted that the significant weight of Kathmandu
Holdings poor quarterly performance is not directly
related to operational performance, and Smiths City
Group achieved growth in market capitalisation over
the quarter.
• Whilst experiencing a small decline over the quarter to
30 September 2015, the Index was mainly pulled down
by two of the three largest companies on Deloitte
South Island Index (Ryman Healthcare and Meridian
Energy), with a collective decline of the Top Three
companies of 1.1%. Without the Top Three companies
in the Index, the remaining companies collectively grew
by $75.1 million (2.1%), and outside of the 10 largest,
the smaller companies collectively grew by $133.4
million (13.6%).
• Over the twelve months to 30 September 2015
the top performances, in dollar terms, came from
Meridian Energy (up $1,717.2 million), EBOS Group
(up $501.9 million), and Silver Fern Farms (up
$110.4 million). In percentage terms the same three
companies appear with Silver Fern Farms topping
the table with growth of 275.0% for the past twelve
months, followed by Meridian Energy (up 46.9%) and
EBOS Group (up 36.5%).
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Without the Top Three
companies in the Index,
the remaining companies
collectively grew by $75.1
million (2.1%), and outside
of the 10 largest, the
smaller companies
collectively grew by $133.4
million (13.6%).

The Quarter to 30 September 2015

Of the Top Three companies on the Index, EBOS Group
was the outstanding performer and the only company
to grow as its market capitalisation increased by $333.1
million (21.6%) for the quarter to 30 September 2015.
EBOS Group’s growth was driven by its strong annual
financial results during the quarter. The healthcare and
animal care products company announced in August
that its revenues for the year to 30 June 2015 exceeded
the $6 billion mark for the first time and that its net
profit after tax result increased from the prior year by
15.1% to $105.9 million. EBOS Group also made the
statement at the same time that, “the Group has the
balance sheet capacity to progress with its acquisition
strategy to add to its portfolio of businesses and
continue to improve shareholder returns.”
Reversing its positive result in the second quarter of
the year, Meridian Energy suffered a decline of $153.8
million (2.8%) in the quarter to 30 September 2015.
There was a drop in the company’s share price in
late September at the same time as its ex-dividend
date on 28th September which accounted for the
majority of the decline in share price for the quarter.
In early August Meridian Energy signed a variation
to the existing Electricity Agreement with New
Zealand Aluminium Smelters Ltd following extended
negotiations. Also, during the quarter, Meridian Energy
released its results for the financial year ended 30 June
2015 with a resulting net profit after tax of $247 million
which was 7% higher than the previous year and 17%
higher than the prospectus forecast. Meridian Energy’s
Chief Executive Mark Binns said, “In the last year, we
have seen progress on a number of issues affecting
the New Zealand electricity market. Modest demand
growth is welcome, the Tiwai Point smelter’s immediate
future is clearer and the Electricity Authority has
proposed a more sustainable option on transmission
pricing.” In regard to the forth coming year Mr Binns
said, “Over the coming year we will focus on lifting
our retail performance in New Zealand and growing in
Australia through Powershop.”

Ryman Healthcare also experienced a decline during the
quarter, with the slide beginning in early August, as its
market capitalisation decreased by $305.0 million (7.7%)
over the period. Ryman Healthcare held its AGM during
the quarter where it announced that it had purchased
a new site in Hamilton and that the company was close
to confirming a third site in Melbourne. The ongoing
acquisition of sites is part of the company’s plan to
increase its resident numbers by 70% in the next five
years. Ryman Healthcare Chairman Dr David Kerr told
shareholders at the meeting that “the company was in
a strong financial position and was actively looking for
new village sites and more purchases were likely.” Dr Kerr
affirmed that the company’s main focus remained on
improving the experience of residents living in a Ryman
village. “We want our residents to love living in a Ryman
village, and our staff to love working for the company,”
Dr Kerr said. “Everything we do has to support those two
aims. You can’t have one without the other.”
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Balance of the Index
Growth in Market Capitalisation

Staying with the Primary sector, Scales Corporation
was the next best performer of the quarter on the
Index with an increase of $46.1 million (19.2%) in
market capitalisation. The company’s share price grew
by $0.33 to $2.05 per share over the quarter. Scales
Corporation announced its 2015 interim results in
August, reporting a net profit after tax of $33.2 million
from continuing operations for the half year ended
30 June 2015, up 59% over the corresponding period
the previous year. Managing Director Andy Borland
said, “the result reflects strong performance across all
divisions and particularly the vertically integrated Mr
Apple business, which exceeded expectations across
its operations from orchards, packhouses, coolstorage
and export marketing.” Mr Borland continued, “Looking
ahead, Scales is well positioned to benefit from expected
increases in annual apple crops, improving FX rates,
increased coldstorage space, and improving utilisation
and efficiency in our bulk liquid storage business.”
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Arvida Group also had a positive quarter and it’s market
capitalisation increased by $28.9 million (14.6%) as it
issued additional shares under a share purchase plan to
part fund the acquisition of Aria Gardens Limited and
Epsom Brown Holdings Limited. The share issuance
occurred subsequent to the company announcing the
(20.0)%
Kathmandu Holdings
completion of the settlement process for the acquisition
(14.1)%
PGG Wrightson
of Aria Bay, Aria Park and Aria Gardens (collectively, “Aria
(4.3)%
Heartland New Zealand
Villages”) for approximately $62 million. The
Aria Villages
comprise three high quality retirement villages and(37.3)%
SeaDragon
aged care facilities situated in premium locations across
(27.5)%
Blue Sky Meats
Auckland that provide retirement services to around 350
NPT
residents. Arvida Group held its inaugural AGM during
(3.1)%
the quarter where Board Chairman Peter Wilson stated, (1.5)%
Pacific Edge
“We were pleased to be able to meet and exceed our
(5.4)%
SLI Systems
forecast performance for the period to March 2015
and to provide($60)
guidance that we
were on track to
meet
($80)
($40)
($20)
$0
our prospective financial performance
target
for
the
$million
2015/2016 year.”
Skyline Enterprises continued its stellar run of consecutive
quarterly growth, gaining another $27.3 million (6.2%)
in the latest quarter. The company’s market capitalisation
has increased every quarter since the beginning of 2012.
During the quarter it released its annual report for the
year to 31 March 2015, announcing an Underlying
Movement
Sector
Indices
- Quarter
to of
September 2015
Profit for theinYear
of $36.3
million,
an increase
27.8% on the previous year’s results. Skyline Enterprises’
Chief Executive Jeff Staniland stated that, “The group
is well positioned in terms of staff, brands, products
20%
and locations
to benefit from the on-going growth
in international and domestic tourism. Trading in the
15%
new financial year has seen a continuation of recent
trends. The decline in the New Zealand dollar together
10%
with increasing airline capacity supports current and
anticipated business levels.”

Movement in Index

Outside of the Top Three companies, Silver Fern Farms
was the outstanding performer of the Deloitte South
Island Index, gaining an impressive $110.4 million
(274.6%) during the quarter to 30 September 2015.
The company, listed on the internet based Unlisted
securities trading platform, had a very active quarter as
the Silver Fern Farms’ Board unanimously recommended
to its shareholders that the company should enter
into partnership with China’s leading meat processor
Shanghai Maling. Rob Hewett, Chairman of Silver Fern
Farms, said the Board’s recommendation to shareholders
is to create a new 50/50 partnership with Shanghai
Maling and to work together to grow a profitable
long-term global business providing sustainable
returns to shareholders. Mr Hewett also said, “Under
the proposed deal Shanghai Maling will invest $261
million in cash for half of Silver Fern Farms’ business.
The investment will be into a company, to be named
Silver Fern Farms, which will own all of the assets of the
business, and be owned 50 percent by the existing Silver
Fern Farms Co-operative and 50 percent by Shanghai
Maling.” Voting in favour of the proposal by the
shareholders occurred in October 2015.

Moa Group

5%
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(5%)

Declines in Market Capitalisation
Kathmandu Holdings experienced the largest decline in
market capitalisation outside of the Top Three companies
on the Index, decreasing by $70.5 million (20.0%)
during the quarter to 30 September 2015. Kathmandu
Holdings’ share price suffered as a result of the on-going
takeover bid by Briscoe Group, dropping by $0.35
to $1.40 per share over the quarter. In September,
Kathmandu Holdings was removed from the S&P/ASX
200 index after the S&P Dow Jones Indices announced
the quarterly rebalance of its index. This also impacted on
Kathmandu Holdings’ share price as investors shadowing
the S&P/ASX 200 index rebalanced their own holdings.
In late September the company announced its full year
results for the year ended 31 July 2015. The company
announced earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) of
NZ$33.2 million for the year ended 31 July 2015, a
decrease of NZ$31.1 million compared with the prior
corresponding period. Chief Executive Xavier Simonet
commented that “The FY2015 result has highlighted the
need to review our cost structure and we have taken
decisive action on this already. It also emphasised the
need to optimise our pricing strategy and promotional
model in order to improve same store sales growth and
profitability in existing stores. These levers will remain a
strong focus for management in FY2016.”
PGG Wrightson was another company to decrease over
the quarter falling $49.0 million (14.1%) during the
quarter as its share price dropped by $0.065 to $0.395
per share. The company released its full year results to 30
June 2015 in mid-August, announcing its third straight
year of earnings growth with an 18% uplift in Operating
EBITDA (excluding earnings of associates). Chief Executive
Mark Dewdney said, “This is a very strong result
given challenges facing some sectors of New Zealand
agriculture over much of the year. PGW is not immune
to the challenges being experienced in some sectors,
but the diversified portfolio of our agriculture business
offers a degree of protection from cyclical volatility in any
individual sector.”

Heartland New Zealand suffered its second quarterly
decline in a row, decreasing in the quarter to 30
September 2015 by $23.5 million (4.3%). The company
announced during the quarter a net profit after tax of
$48.2 million for the full year ended 30 June 2015. This
was an increase of 34% from the previous corresponding
full year ended 30 June 2014.
SeaDragon’s market capitalisation shrunk by $11.2 million
(37.3%) over the quarter as its share price fell by $0.006
to $0.010 per share. At the beginning of the quarter
Moaactively
Group seeking
the company was
27.0%out new capital as
it announced
a
$5.0
million
capital
raising plan. The
South Port New Zealand
3.7%
new capital raising was in addition to the $2.5 million
Foley Family Wines
11.1%
recently contributed by one of the
company’s cornerstone
Synlait Milk Managers,
3.7%
shareholders, BioScience
via a convertible
loan. By the
end
of
the
quarter
SeaDragon
announced
Skyline Enterprises
6.2%
that it had raised over $10.0 million via the rights offer
Arvida Group
14.6%
and shortfall bookbuild, and additional placement.
Scaleswere
Corporation
19.2%
These shares
issued in October 2015. SeaDragon
Chairman Colin
Groves
said,
“SeaDragon
is
now
on
a very
Silver Fern Farms
strong footing. The capital we have raised is sufficient
$0
$20
$40
$60
to meet our investment requirements for the immediate
future including: the completion of our new Omega-3 $million
refinery in Nelson; the addition of a fractionation plant
to the new refinery and the upgrade of our existing
Omega-2 facility.”
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Sector Movements
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Similar to the previous quarter, the various industry
$million
sectors performed poorly with only three of the seven
sectors posting positive movements. The greatest
increase came from the Manufacturing & Distribution
sector with growth of 17.9%. After adjusting for the
impacts of the Top Three companies in the Index, the
dynamic changed to four sectors achieving growth
(20.0)%the most recent quarter – with the Property
during
sector switching to (14.1)%
a positive result. Also, excluding the
impact of the Top Three companies, the most adverse
(4.3)%
results came from the Retail and Energy & Mining sectors
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declining 18.4% and 4.9% respectively.
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Despite negative views on the current dairy industry
environment, dairy processing company Synlait Milk
produced an uplifting performance gaining $13.2
million (3.7%) over the quarter to 30 September 2015.
Late in September Synlait Milk announced its results for
the year ending 31 July 2015, reporting an underlying
net profit after tax of $12.2 million for the financial
Kathmandu
year ending
31 JulyHoldings
2015, compared with $19.6 million
in the previous
year,
and revenue for the period was
PGG Wrightson
$448.1 million compared to $600.5 million in FY14,
Heartland New Zealand
largely due to decreases in dairy prices.
SeaDragon

The other company in the Primary sector to grow in the
(27.5)%
Blue Foley
Sky Meats
quarter was
Family Wines which grew by $7.8
The strongest performance of the sectors over the
million
(11.1%)
over
the quarter. The company’s share
quarter to 30 September 2015 (excluding the Top
NPT
(3.1)%
price increased on the back of the announcement of
Three companies) was the Primary sector with a
(1.5)%
Pacific Edge
the company’s annual results for the year ended 30
growth rate of 10.1%. The leading performer of the
June 2015.
sector was Silver Fern Farms with a growth in market
(5.4)%
SLI Some
Systemskey performance highlights from the
announcement included an increase of sales revenue
capitalisation of $110.4 million (274.6%) in the quarter.
($80)
($60)
($40)
($20)
$0
by 20% to $37.2 million, and operating profit before
The increase in share price can be attributed to the
$million
revaluations and tax up 194% to $3.5 million. On the
investor activity surrounding the proposed partnership
other side of the sector, the other three companies
with China’s leading meat processor Shanghai Maling.
experienced declines with PGG Wrightson declining
Scales Corporation also had a solid quarter increasing
$49.0 million (14.1%), SeaDragon decreasing $11.2
by $46.1 million (19.2%) in which the company
million (37.3%) and Blue Sky Meats dropping $5.7
announced strong interim results to 30 June 2015.
million (27.5%).
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Outside of the Top Three
companies, Silver Fern Farms was
the outstanding performer of the
Deloitte South Island Index,
gaining an impressive $110.4
million (274.6%) during the
quarter to 30 September 2015.
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Excluding the results of Ryman Healthcare, the Property
sector enjoyed a positive quarter, gaining 8.6%. Arvida
Group grew its market capitalisation by $28.9 million
(14.6%) on the back of its successful share issuance to
part fund the acquisition of Aria Gardens Limited and
Epsom Brown Holdings Limited. The other company in
the Property sector, NPT experienced a drop in its share
price of $0.02 to $0.61 per share, a decrease of 3.1%.
In July the company announced that it had entered
into conditional agreements to lease a substantial area
of Eastgate Shopping Centre in Christchurch which
was previously vacant and to construct additional food
outlets at the mall.
The Other sector exhibited a mixed bag of results as
three companies grew, two declined and one remained
unchanged resulting in an overall result for the sector of
0.8% growth. The best performer of the Other sector
for the quarter was Skyline Enterprises with a growth
of $27.3 million (6.2%) on the back of the company
announcing its positive annual results. South Port was
another company in the sector to achieve growth in
the quarter to 30 September 2015 increasing by $4.4
million (3.7%) with the company also reporting its full
year results to 30 June 2015. The company reported
that its busy seasonal freight activity produced a record
cargo volume for South Port in the 2014-15 year and the
highest tax-paid profit result in the port operator’s history.
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The reported after tax profit of $7.74 million is a 15.8%
increase on the 2014 year and represented a strong
outcome compared to earlier profit expectations.
The two companies in the Other sector that declined
were Heartland New Zealand and SLI Systems which
declined by $23.5 million (4.3%) and $2.8 million (5.4%)
respectively. SLI Systems share price experienced a steady
decline from the beginning of the quarter until its full year
results announcement in mid-August where it initially shot
up above its quarterly starting position, only to decline
again to finish the quarter continuing its downward trend.
SLI Systems reported in its annual results that operating
revenue for the year to 30 June 2015 increased 27% to
$28.1 million, strong year-on-year revenue growth in
line with guidance and good progress reforming its sales
teams to drive long-term performance.
The Manufacturing & Distribution sector grew over the
quarter mainly on the back of strong results from EBOS
Group, with the entire sector gaining 17.9%. However,
even excluding EBOS Group, the sector still managed
to achieve growth of 0.1%. Scott Technology achieved
growth in market capitalisation of $3.0 million (5.1%)
during the quarter where the company announced that
it had received an investment offer from JBS Australia Pty
Limited that was intended to be put to shareholders.

The best performer of the Other sector for the
quarter was Skyline Enterprises with a growth of
$27.3 million (6.2%) on the back of the company
announcing its positive annual results.
The other two companies in the sector suffered declines
over the quarter with Skellerup Holdings declining $1.9
million (0.8%) and Energy Mad falling $0.7 million
(16.3%). Skellerup Holdings was another company that
released it full year results during the quarter with the
company announcing that a strong finish to the year
had allowed the company to post improved earnings
for FY15, resulting in a net profit after tax result of
$21.9 million. This is an increase on the previous year,
excluding the $20.4 million gain realised on settlement
of the Canterbury earthquakes insurance claim.
The Retail sector experienced the greatest decline of
all the sectors, as it dropped 18.4% in the quarter
to 30 September 2015. The decline was dominated
by the performance of Kathmandu Holdings as the
company’s share price decreased 20.0% resulting in
its market capitalisation shrinking by $70.5 million.
The disappointing result was affected by the on-going
takeover offer by Briscoe Group and the removal of
the company from the S&P/ASX 200 index. The other
company in the sector, Smiths City Group, achieved its
first positive quarterly result of the 2015 year gaining
$0.5 million (1.9%) in the quarter to 30 September
2015. The company announced during the quarter
that its subsidiary Smiths City Properties Limited as the
owner of the Colombo Street property had entered into
a conditional agreement to sell that property for $20.0
million (plus GST). The company’s share price jumped
in late August which market commentators pointed to
veteran corporate investor Ron Brierley investing in the
Christchurch-based retail chain, with the investor buying
a 7.2% stake in the company.

The Energy & Mining sector was another sector to
undergo a decline in the quarter to 30 September 2015,
falling 2.8% with Meridian Energy’s decline of $153.8
million (2.8%) being the largest fall. However, even
without Meridian Energy the sector still declined by 4.9%
as only one company in the sector achieved growth
in the quarter. Chatham Rock Phosphate realised its
first quarterly gain for the 2015 year as it grew by $0.4
million (20.0%) after the issuance of a number of shares
to mainly provide cash for working capital purposes. The
company announced in July that it had entered into a
conditional pre-bid agreement directly with Antipodes
Gold Limited (AXG). The agreement provided that,
subject to the satisfaction of certain conditions, AXG
would make a full takeover offer for all shares on issue
in Chatham Rock Phosphate. The conditions are to
be fulfilled or waived by 31 December 2015. Related
to Chatham Rock Phosphate, Aorere Resources’ share
price returned to the same level as the previous quarter,
ending the 30 September 2015 quarter unchanged.
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The remaining two companies in the Energy & Mining
sector saw their market capitalisation decrease over
the quarter, with Windflow Technology falling by
$0.9 million (52.9%) and NZ Windfarms dropping
$0.6 million (3.6%). Windflow Technology released its
unaudited annual report for the financial year ended
30 June 2015 during the quarter. The company stated
in the annual report that trading conditions remained
difficult and while the Windflow group of companies
achieved a gross profit of $1.1 million on revenue of
$2.4 million, the overall result after overheads and
finance costs was a loss of $3.1 million. Meanwhile, NZ
Windfarms also released its annual financial results to 30
June 2015 with an overall loss after tax improvement, to
$159,000 in comparison with $1.2 million in 2014.
The Biotechnology sector had a relatively quiet quarter
overall, declining 0.3%, with one company growing,
one declining and the other remaining at the same
level. BLIS Technologies was the only company in the
sector able to achieve a gain in market capitalisation
in the quarter as it increased by $2.2 million (9.5%).
The company announced at its AGM in late July that
increased orders from Europe and North America are
underpinning confidence that BLIS Technologies will

increase sales by at least 75% over the previous year.
Meanwhile the other Dunedin based biotechnology
company, Pacific Edge, experienced a decline in market
capitalisation decreasing by $2.9 million (1.5%) over the
quarter. At the company’s AGM in August the company
confirmed that it remained on track to achieve its goal
of $100 million in gross revenue by its fifth full year of
trading. Chairman Chris Swann said, “Our high growth
strategy is firmly in place and we are now starting to see
some good traction from our long term investment. We
are building the scale of our business by creating more
products and driving sales of our novel Cxbladder tests in
an increasing number of markets.”
While Pharmazen’s share price closed at the same
level as at the beginning of the quarter, the company
announced during the quarter its results for the
six months to June 2015. The company achieved
a half-year profit of $230,000 (after interest and
depreciation) on turnover of $3.63 million compared
with a $60,000 loss for the same period last year
(turnover $3.31 million). Craig McIntosh, Pharmazen’s
Chief Executive said, “that the falling dollar was a help,
but capital invested in recent times in key products was
also starting to reap benefits.”

The table below sets out market capitalisation by sector as at 30 September 2015
and provides a comparison against the position as at 30 June 2015.

Industry

Number of
Companies

30 Sep 2015
$ million

30 Jun 2015
$ million

Mvmt in Quarter
$ million

% change in
Mkt Cap during
quarter

% of
Index

Biotechnology

3

$221.6

$222.3

$(0.7)

(0.3)%

1.5%

Energy & Mining

5

$5,403.6

$5,558.5

$(154.9)

(2.8)%

37.2%

Manufacturing & Distribution

4

$2,191.7

$1,858.2

$333.5

17.9%

15.1%

Other

6

$1,190.0

$1,180.8

$9.2

0.8%

8.2%

Primary

7

$1,213.3

$1,101.7

$111.6

10.1%

8.4%

Property

3

$3,980.6

$4,259.9

$(279.3)

(6.6)%

27.4%

Retail

2

$309.5

$379.5

$(70.0)

(18.4)%

2.1%

$14,510.3

$14,560.9

$(50.6)

(0.3)%

100.0%

TOTAL
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30

Benchmarking

After achieving buoyancy in the second quarter of the
2015 calendar year, the Deloitte South Island Index
slipped with a slight decrease in the quarter to 30
September 2015, falling $50.6 million (0.3%). The
Index’s fall for the quarter was dragged under with
some poor performances in August and September.
In comparison, the NZX 50 Capital Index suffered a
similar fate to the Deloitte South Island Index achieving
a slight increase in July, then dropping in both August
and September. The end result for the quarter for the
NZX 50 Capital Index was a decline of 4.1%.

Performance of Deloitte South Island Index vs NZX 50 Capital Index
2.50
Total Market Capitalisation (relative to one)

Quarterly Comparison of the Deloitte South
Island Index and the NZX 50 Capital Index

Comparison of Deloitte South Island Index and
Other Indices

The Index’s slight
decrease of 0.3% for
the quarter to 30
September 2015 was a
case of the best of the
worst compared to
the other indices that
we track.

1.75
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30 Jun
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Deloitte SI Index
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2014
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30 Jun
2015

30 Sep
2015

NZX 50 Capital Index

Base period - December 2006 = 1.00

Performance of Deloitte South Island Index vs Major Indices
2.50
Total Market Capitalisation (relative to one)

The Index’s slight decrease of 0.3% for the quarter
to 30 September 2015 was a case of the best of the
worst compared to the other indices that we track. The
best performance of the other indices was the NZX 50
Capital Index with a modest decrease of 4.1%, followed
by a disappointing 7.2% fall in the ASX All Ords, while
the Dow Jones experienced the largest decline of 7.6%.
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2015

ASX All Ords

Base period - December 2006 = 1.00

Performance of Deloitte South Island Index
Top 3 vs NZX 10 Capital Index
1.40
lisation (relative to one)

The Deloitte South Island Index’s slight drop in
performance mirrors the struggle that the Index has had
in 2015, resulting in marginal increases and decreases in
each of the three quarters to date.
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Total Market Capitalisation (relative to o
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Base period - December 2006 = 1.00

To get a better understanding of the relative
performance of the three largest companies on the
Deloitte South Island Index we have used the NZX 10
Capital Index as a benchmark. Like all the companies on
the NZX 10 Capital Index, the Top Three companies on
the Index all have a market capitalisation greater than
$1.0 billion.
Over the quarter to 30 September 2015 the Top Three
companies of the Index decreased 1.1% compared to
the NZX 10 Capital Index’s fall of 5.7% for the quarter.
Over the last twelve months the Top Three companies
significantly outperformed their associates on the NZX
10 Capital Index gaining an exceptional 22.0% for the
year to 30 September 2015 compared to the NZX 10
Capital Index’s decrease of 3.0%.

Performance of Deloitte South Island Index
Top 3 vs NZX 10 Capital Index
1.40
Total Market Capitalisation (relative to one)

Comparison of Deloitte South Island Index
Top Three and NZX 10 Capital Index
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Deloitte SI Index Top 3
Base period - September 2014 = 1.00
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31 Mar
2015

30 Jun
2015

NZX 10 Capital Index

30 Sep
2015

Deloitte South Island Index
September 2015

Of the 30 companies currently listed on the Deloitte South Island Index, 13 (43%) experienced a rise in market capitalisation during the quarter
to 30 September 2015, 14 (47%) declined and three remained unchanged.
The full Deloitte South Island Index for the quarter ended 30 September 2015, ranked by market capitalisation, is set out in the table below:
Sep
2015
Rank

Jun
2015
Rank

Sector

Mcap Sep
2015 ($m)

Mcap Jun
2015 ($m)

Change in
Mcap ($m)
in Quarter

Change in
Mcap (%)
in Quarter

Share Price
30 Sep
2015

Ticker

Company

1

1

MEL

Meridian Energy

Energy & Mining

$5,382.3

$5,536.1

$(153.8)

(2.8)%

$2.100

2

2

RYM

Ryman Healthcare

Property

$3,655.0

$3,960.0

$(305.0)

(7.7)%

$7.310

3

3

EBO

EBOS Group

Manufacturing &
Distribution

$1,877.6

$1,544.5

$333.1

21.6%

$12.460

4

4

HNZ

Heartland New
Zealand

Other

$526.3

$549.8

$(23.5)

(4.3)%

$1.120

5

5

SKYLINE

Skyline Enterprises

Other

$469.9

$442.6

$27.3

6.2%

$13.800

6

6

SML

Synlait Milk

Primary

$365.9

$352.7

$13.2

3.7%

$2.500

7

8

PGW

PGG Wrightson

Primary

$298.2

$347.2

$(49.0)

(14.1)%

$0.395

8

10

SCL

Scales Corporation

Primary

$286.5

$240.4

$46.1

19.2%

$2.050

9

7

KMD

Kathmandu Holdings Retail

$282.1

$352.6

$(70.5)

(20.0)%

$1.400

10

9

SKL

Skellerup Holdings

Manufacturing &
Distribution

$248.7

$250.6

$(1.9)

(0.8)%

$1.290

11

11

ARV

Arvida Group

Property

$226.8

$197.9

$28.9

14.6%

$0.830

12

12

PEB

Pacific Edge

Biotechnology

$188.3

$191.2

$(2.9)

(1.5)%

$0.500

13

18

SFF

Silver Fern Farms

Primary

$150.6

$40.2

$110.4

274.6%

$1.500

14

13

SPN

South Port New
Zealand

Other

$124.6

$120.2

$4.4

3.7%

$4.750

15

14

NPT

NPT

Property

$98.8

$102.0

$(3.2)

(3.1)%

$0.610

16

15

FFW

Foley Family Wines

Primary

$78.3

$70.5

$7.8

11.1%

$1.500

17

16

SCT

Scott Technology

Manufacturing &
Distribution

$61.8

$58.8

$3.0

5.1%

$1.360

18

17

SLI

SLI Systems

Other

$48.6

$51.4

$(2.8)

(5.4)%

$0.790

19

20

SCY

Smiths City Group

Retail

$27.4

$26.9

$0.5

1.9%

$0.520

20

21

BLT

BLIS Technologies

Biotechnology

$25.3

$23.1

$2.2

9.5%

$0.023

21

19

SEA

SeaDragon

Primary

$18.8

$30.0

$(11.2)

(37.3)%

$0.010

22

24

MOA

Moa Group

Other

$17.9

$14.1

$3.8

27.0%

$0.375

23

23

NWF

NZ Windfarms

Energy & Mining

$16.1

$16.7

$(0.6)

(3.6)%

$0.056

24

22

BLUESKY

Blue Sky Meats

Primary

$15.0

$20.7

$(5.7)

(27.5)%

$1.300

25

25

PAZ

Pharmazen

Biotechnology

$8.0

$8.0

$0.0

0.0%

$0.050

26

26

MAD

Energy Mad

Manufacturing &
Distribution

$3.6

$4.3

$(0.7)

(16.3)%

$0.047

27

27

CNX

Connexionz

Other

$2.7

$2.7

$0.0

0.0%

$0.050

28

28

CRP

Chatham Rock
Phosphate

Energy & Mining

$2.4

$2.0

$0.4

20.0%

$0.006

29

29

AOR

Aorere Resources

Energy & Mining

$2.0

$2.0

$0.0

0.0%

$0.003

30

30

WTL

Windflow Technology Energy & Mining

$0.8

$1.7

$(0.9)

(52.9)%

$0.020

30

30

$14,510.3 $14,560.9

$(50.6)

(0.3)%

TOTAL
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Compilation of the Deloitte South Island Index
The Deloitte South Island Index (‘the Index’) is compiled from information provided by the NZX, and Unlisted on the market capitalisation of each
South-Island based listed company. Broadly, a company is included in the Index where its registered office is in the South Island and/or a substantial
portion of its operations are focused in the South Island. The information on South Island listed companies is extracted and totalled to provide a
cumulative market capitalisation for all South Island listed companies.
The base period of the Deloitte South Island Index is 31 December 2006 and for the purposes of the Index this data is given a notional value of
one. All subsequent quarterly cumulative market capitalisation totals are divided by the totals for the December 2006 quarter to obtain a relative
movement. Market capitalisation will move as a result of capital injections, payments of dividends and capital returns. If a new South Island based
company lists on the NZX or Unlisted they will be reflected in the Index as though they were present in the base period. Accordingly, the Index will
only reflect changes in market capitalisation subsequent to listing. If a company is suspended or delisted during a quarter, no data will be included
for the company, including any historical data, until the company is re-listed or the suspension lifted.
The metrics for Meridian Energy Limited have been recalculated on the basis of the issued ordinary shares after receipt of final instalment payment
and cancellation of the instalment receipts.
For the purposes of the sector analysis some sector segments have been grouped to provide a more meaningful analysis.
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